
For years I didn’t own a
rangefinder and relied on
rocks, sticks, or even pieces of

tissue paper as yardage markers. A
few years ago, I missed a beautiful
buck and finally realized I needed
something more reliable than tissue
paper to gauge the distance to a tar-
get. As with everything else in bow
hunting, products come along that
just make things easier and
rangefinders are one of those things.
Now, without having to move from
my stand, I can determine the exact
distance to just about any object
within shooting range and I even
know how to compensate my aim
point regardless of my height in the
tree. 

Rangefinders have improved the
accuracy of hunters because know-
ing the precise distance to a target

allows them to use the proper pin
setting for the distance they are
shooting. This eliminates the guess
work that often results in a miss or
worse yet, a wounded animal. 

Rangefinders work by shooting
an invisible, eye-safe Class 1 laser
beam to a target while a built in
high-speed digital clock measures
the time it takes for the beam to get
to the target and back. Internal digi-
tal electronics then calculate the dis-
tance to the target and, depending to
the mode chosen, shows it in either
meters or yards on an LCD display
superimposed on the lens. Most
laser rangefinders are accurate to
plus or minus one meter or yard.

The maximum distance that can
be ranged varies by manufacturer
and model but, regardless of the dis-
tance advertised, customers should
be advised a number of factors will
determine this distance. For exam-
ple, the size, shape, and reflectivity
of an object will play a big part in
determining maximum distance as

will color, surface finish, and the
horizontal or vertical orientation of
the object being ranged. Horizontal
targets do not reflect the laser beam
as well as vertical targets and an
object with a light colored surface
will range better than one with a
dark surface. 

Because game animals blend
with their surroundings, experi-
enced users know that ranging an
object such as a tree, rock, or even
some brush near the animal will
work better than trying to range the
animal itself. When discussing the
use of a rangefinder with a customer,
dealers should advise them that the
maximum advertised effective rang-
ing distance can vary depending on
terrain, weather, and even on the

Lets Take a New Look at
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Lightweight and compact, Bushnell’s
Chuck Adams Edition Laser Rangefinder
is perfect for ranging short distances or
when shooting at steep angles thanks to
its Angle Range Compensation feature.
The slim vertical design provides a secure
non-slip grip and by simply pressing a but-
ton, the unit instantly calculates the
“shoots like” distance based on the angle
of the shot. It is available in Realtree AP
HD camo and comes with a lanyard, bat-
tery and soft case.

For the budget minded, the waterproof
and rugged Bushnell Sport 600
Rangefinder is small enough to fit in a
shirt pocket and can range distances from
5 to 800 yards. The single button opera-
tion is simple and foolproof making it a
favorite of both bow and gun hunters.

With the Victory RF Rangefinder
Binocular by Carl Zeiss, hunters will never
again have to fumble to get out their
rangefinder while glassing a trophy ani-
mal. The Victory RF is the result of years of
engineering that created a range finding
binocular with built in ballistic informa-
tion. Using the Ballistic Information
System (BIS) to determine the hold over, a
hunter can be confident in making those
long shots. The LotuTec lens coating caus-
es water to roll right off the 45 mm objec-
tive lenses. The Victory RF has a strong
magnesium body and tough rubber armor
to take rough handling in stride.
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shape of the object being ranged. 
Rangefinders come with a vari-

ety of features. Some hunters will
find the multiple features on higher
end models absolutely necessary
while other hunters will opt for a
model featuring the bare essentials.
Fortunately there are a variety of
models designed to meet needs of
just about every hunter. 

One advanced feature offered by
most manufacturers compensates
for rain or snow and will provide
accurate measurements under
adverse conditions. This feature may
be an important consideration for
those hunters who hunt big game
under extreme conditions where
these conditions are likely to be
encountered. 

Most bowhunters hunt from
trees and, as a result, they will love
one of the biggest advancements
incorporated into most high end
rangefinders. An inclinometer,
which determines the angle to the
target and then calculates the exact
horizontal distance to that target, is
standard in these models. A

rangefinder with a built in incli-
nometer eliminates guessing the
exact distance to a target because it
automatically calculates the true
horizontal distance, which may dif-
fer from the measured distance by
several yards. Most rangefinders will
display both the line of sight dis-
tance and the true horizontal dis-
tance to a target and this could mean
the difference between bringing
home a trophy game animal or hav-
ing only a story to tell. 

Some rangefinders have very
simple controls while others with
more features are a little more com-
plicated to operate. Some customers
will want to use their rangefinder
only for bowhunting while most will
use it for both bow and gun hunting.
Rangefinders are lightweight but
some are lighter than others and this
may be a concern for those hunters
where weight is a serious considera-
tion. Weather resistance and the
quality and magnifying power of the
optics are still other factors to con-
sider and a dealer who can explain
these things to a customer is likely to

see an increase in sales opportuni-
ties. Now, let’s take a look at the
rangefinder models currently offered
by various manufacturers and
review their features. 

Bushnell
The new BowHunter Chuck

Adams Edition laser rangefinder is
the company’s latest offering. It is
designed specifically for bowhunting
and is good enough to carry the sig-
nature of Chuck Adams, one of the
worlds’ most experienced and
respected bowhunters.

What makes this rangefinder
special is its Angle Range
Compensation (ARC) Bow Mode
technology. Archers can use the ARC
feature to determine the true hori-
zontal distance when shooting
uphill, downhill, or from a tree
stand, important because it’s the
horizontal distance that affects the
arc of the arrow. Relying simply on
line of sight or actual distance, a
hunter could easily overshoot a tar-
get. 

Users will appreciate how the
fully-coated optics of the 20 millime-
ter objective lens and a 4X eyepiece
provide bright, crisp images at any
distance. The unit can be set up to
provide distance in yards or meters
and will provide accurate readings
from 5 to 800 yards. This instrument
is rain proof and is available in
Realtree AP Camo. It also comes with
a carrying case and 9 volt battery.

In 2009, Bushnell introduced the

Bowhunting Rangefinders
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By Mike Raykovicz

The NeverGuess rangefinder cuts the time
needed to range an animal in half. The unit
is worn on the bow arm and is always
ready for use. A waterproof aluminum
body makes this rangefinder ready for any
weather conditions. It is designed specifi-
cally for bow hunting and will range true
horizontal distance from 0 to 80 yards.
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Legend 1200 ARC Rangefinder, a
waterproof, vertical unit with a rang-
ing capability of 1,200 yards and
compact enough to fit in a shirt
pocket. Hunters will love the patent-
ed, permanent hydrophobic, oleo-
phobic lens coating called Rainguard
and how it causes moisture from
rain, snow, sleet, and even a hunter’s
breath to bead up into smaller
droplets and scatter. The one button
ballistic wizardry of the Angle Range
Compensation (ARC) lets hunters
toggle between rifle or bow mode. In
the Rifle Mode, the 1200 ARC pro-
vides gun hunters with bullet
drop/holdover information while
the Bow Mode provides the same
information for an arrow from 5 to
99 yards. 

Another new feature of this
model is the Variable Sight-In
Distance capability or VSI. In the rifle
mode, users can select between
100,150, 200 or 300 yard sight in dis-
tances to accommodate their shoot-
ing styles and preferences. They can
also choose between inches and
MOA for holdover on longer shots.
The range of angle measurement is -
90 to +90 degrees.

The fully waterproof body of this
instrument, in addition to the multi
coated lens surfaces, makes it
rugged and able to stand up to the
most severe hunting conditions.
Other standard features include
SCAN, Bulls Eye, and Brush Modes
for better targeting and accuracy,

and a 6X Eyepiece for better viewing.
The unit comes with a carrying case
and lanyard.

Bushnell’s Scout 1000 ARC
Rangefinder is amazingly compact
and simple to use because only one
button is needed to obtain accurate
readings. This rangefinder with ARC,
figures distance based on terrain
angle to give hunters an accurate
“shoots-like” distance to 999 yards
on reflective targets. The 24 millime-
ter objective lens lets in plenty of
light for dawn and dusk situations
while the vertical configuration
offers simple, one hand operation. 

A diopter adjustment with
secure click stops aids in accurate
aiming while the bow or rifle mode
tells a hunter where to hold. With
selectable modes, the unit is as ver-
satile as it is practical. A neck strap,
carrying case and battery are includ-
ed. 

The Sport 600 laser rangefinder,
with an operational range of 5 to 800
yards, offers performance and value
for both hunters and shooters. It
offers versatility and ease of opera-
tion in a vertical format and provides
accurate distance readings in either
yards or meters. This instrument has
a 20mm objective lens, fully-coated
optics, and a 4X eyepiece with
adjustable diopter to provide bright,
crisp images at any distance. Rubber
armored surfaces provide a sure grip
and a rainproof exterior. A 3 volt bat-

tery included with the product sup-
plies power. The Sport 600 fits easily
in a pack or pocket, and can be oper-
ated with just one hand. 

Even though it’s the lowest
priced rangefinder on the market the
Yardage Pro Sport 450 Range Finder
has plenty of features that will
appeal to the budget minded hunter.
The instrument ranges from 5 to 999
yards and features a 4X20 mm objec-
tive lens. Affordable and simple to
use, this rangefinder features a slim
weather resistant design that’s handy
in a pinch. It comes in black or
Mossy Oak New Break-Up pattern.
Contact: Bushnell Outdoor Products,
Overland Park, KS 66214, Phone
(800) 548-0446

Never Guess Range Finders
The NeverGuess Laser

Rangefinder is designed specifically
for bowhunting and is worn on the
bow arm allowing the user to range
while at full draw. According to Tom
Hinchliff, sales and engineering rep-
resentative at NeverGuess, this cuts
the range to release time in half
when compared to a conventional
optical rangefinder because it
requires less motion.

Hinchliff told ArrowTrade the
unit takes the average shooter about
20 minutes to become acclimated to
using it. “Before taking it to the field,
the hunter needs to draw and adjust
the rangefinder so that it is set up for
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The Dead-On Rangefinder mounts to a standard
bow sight and ranges an animal by bracketing it
between two dots. By determining which dot on
the rangefinder matches the shooter’s sight pin,
the correct pin can easily be selected to make the
shot. Hunters can instantly range animals hands
free while at full draw, with no game spooking
movement.
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his specific needs and shooting
style,” said Hinchliff. “Once the
hunter finds his ‘sweet spot’, he
doesn’t have to make any further
adjustments. Once you’re set, you’re
set,” he continued.     

The unit is programmed to com-
pensate for the true horizontal dis-
tance, allowing the user to quickly
pick the pin they need regardless of
the shot angle. Additional features
include a waterproof aluminum
body, a finger switch, adaptive
brightness display, Mossy Oak Break
Up camo finish, a built-in string
guard, and fiber optic sights. The
unit will range +/-1 yard from 0 to 80
plus yards. 

The NeverGuess Rangefinder
debuted at the Pacific Northwest
Sportsmen Show in Portland,
Oregon and at the National Archery
Buyers Association show in Reno,
Nevada in February 2009 and is sold
directly to dealers. Contact:
NeverGuess Rangefinders Inc.,
19100 SW 125th Court, Tualatin, OR,
97062 Phone: (503) 403-2025 for
additional information. 

Leica
Leica offers the Rangemaster

CRF 1200 Laser Rangefinder for
hunters who want a handy, pocket
sized, compact monocular
rangefinder. This instrument is ideal
for anyone who values a minimum
of equipment but doesn’t want to
sacrifice performance. The precision

and reliability of this rangefinder
make it suitable for any hunting situ-
ation because it measures in either
yards or meters and offers unusually
bright optics coupled with 7X mag-
nification and integrated diopter
compensation. In addition, it offers a
wide field of view, steady image, and
very clear distance display.

This instrument combines com-
fort in use combined with accurate
distance measurement up to 800
yards (725 meters). Beyond 800 yards,
it has an accuracy of +/- .5 %. The
Rangemaster CRF 1200 requires only
one hand to use and produces a
steady image with little to no shake. It
weighs only 220 grams (7.8 ounces)
which includes the batteries making it
an ideal hunting accessory and it fits
easily into a wallet sized pocket. 

The clear LED-display of this
model automatically adjusts to the
surrounding light conditions thus
ensuring it is always readable. All
optical and electronic components
are integrated into a solid die-cast
metal housing reinforced with light
carbon fiber making it rugged and
durable as well as precise. The hous-
ing, (waterproof to a depth of 1
meter) also protects the unit against
even the harshest weather condi-
tions. It comes with a handy carrying
cord and protective travel case and is
available with a black soft paint sur-
face.     

For those hunters who prefer
having a rangefinder incorporated

into their optics, Leica offers two
binoculars models with built-in
rangefinding capability. The laser
rangefinder, built into the Geovid HD
8x56 and the Geovid HD10x42 binoc-
ulars are capable of accurately mea-
suring distances of up to 1,400 yards
(1,300 meters) taking the guess-work
out of range assessment.

Leica’s  legendary optics have also
been improved with the use of
Flouride glass for even better defini-
tion, brilliance, and contrast resulting
in a perfect “two in one” tool for the
modern stalker. In addition, the new
AquaDura lens coating repels water
and dirt to make them even easier to
clean and use in extreme weather
conditions.

Both models are optimized for
twilight and low light conditions via
their large lens diameter and both are
extremely light and compact. They
deliver images that are extremely rich
in contrast, color neutral, and sharp
from edge to edge.     

The Geovid 8x42 and 10x42 HD
binocular models are filled with
nitrogen to eliminate fogging and
are constructed with a cast alu-
minum housing to reduce weight.
This guarantees they remains fully
operational even during the most
inclement weather or when sub-
merged in water down to 16.5 feet
(5meters). Contact: Leica Sports
Optics, 1 Pearl Court, Unit A,
Allendale, NJ 07401 Phone: (800)
222-0118

Leica’s  Rangemaster CRF 1200 Laser Rangefinder is
smaller and lighter than previous Leica models yet
has the same maximum ranging distance and LCD
readout display. Hunters will enjoy superior image
quality and brightness even in low light conditions
due to the superior 24 mm objective lens. The body of
this unit is waterproof and of made of die-cast aircraft
aluminum. At right is the front view of the same unit.

The superb optics of the Leica Geovid 8X56
Rangefinder binoculars provides an exceptional
sight picture in pre-dawn and twilight hours when
game is most active. These optics provide accurate
ranging from 10 to 1,300 yards while a special
built-in scan mode provides instantaneous range
information on distant or even multiple targets.
They are available in 8, 10, and 15 power models.
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Leupold & Stevens Inc.
The RX series by Leupold and

Stevens introduces the latest tech-
nology in laser rangefinders. This
technology includes the Match 13
Reticle System, a thermometer, incli-
nometer, fold-down rubber eyecups,
and accuracy to plus or minus one
yard. Models RX-III, and RX-IV pro-
vide hunters with True Ballistic
Range (TBR) technology that gives
the correct horizontal range when
shooting uphill or downhill at steep
angles. Using a sophisticated ballis-
tic algorithm, these rangefinders
compute the corrected distance to
the target and make steep shot
angles less of a concern. Bowhunters
who also hunt with a rifle will like
how the TBR technology calculates
the number of inches of hold over or
under to the target.

This year, Leupold introduced
two new rangefinder models, the
RX-600 and the RX-750. The RX-600
delivers incredibly accurate line of
sight measurements in yards or
meters out to 600 yards. This
rangefinder is Leupold’s most afford-
able model and is ready for the hunt.
It is rugged, weatherproof, and fea-
tures fully coated optics for a crisp,

bright image. It is available in a rub-
berized black finish and offers users
the ability to toggle between one of
three different reticles. 

The RX-750 TBR is Leupold’s
other new offering and it shares the
same rugged design as the RX-600
but adds the capability of calculating
the True Ballistic Range (TBR) to a
target based on the performance of
the hunter’s rifle or bow. This model
also features enhanced digital signal
processing to deliver faster ranging
performance than the previous RX-II
model it replaced. Hunters will
appreciate the 6X magnification and
wide field of view. A fully multi-coat-
ed lens system provides a bright,
pristine image while a scan mode
continuously updates the range
game is tracked in the field. The sim-
plified Quick Set Rotary Menu is easy
to use and allows any user to quickly
customize the RX-750 for their per-
sonal use. A battery power meter
allows for easy battery checks and
the common CR2 lithium camera
battery by which the unit is powered
is easy to change in the field. This
instrument is an ideal companion to
any of Leupold’s Ballistic Aiming
System riflescope reticles for excep-
tionally accurate shot placement

and it is available in rubberized
black or Mossy Oak Break-Up cam-
ouflage finishes. 

The RX-III is a fully armored
multi-coated monocular laser
rangefinder with TBR technology
that compensates for steep shot
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Leupold’s new RX-600 Laser Rangefinder
offers enhanced digital signal processing
and a simplified Quick Set Rotary menu
which makes it quicker and easier to
obtain accurate distance measurements.
Hunters can get a good close look at their
target using the 6X magnification while
using one of the three user selectable reti-
cles. To minimize light loss, all lenses are
multi-coated. A wide field of view makes
target acquisition quick while fold down
eyecups are standard.

Leupold’s RX-1000 Laser Rangefinder is a compact, highly portable unit measuring less
than 4 inches long. It utilizes a vivid OLED display which utilizes an organic compound to
coat the display, providing brightness never before available on a rangefinder this
small. The cutting edge laser and processor work in tandem to produce fast, accurate
readings while the Quick Set menu with onscreen prompts, allows for intuitive use.
Measurement is displayed in either yards or meters.

The Leupold RX-IV rangefinder takes the
performance of the RX Rangefinder Series
to the extreme with precision ranging out
to 1,500 yards. The RX-IV has an 8x28 mil-
limeter multi-coated optical system with a
built-in precision digital compass and a 60
degree tilt compensation range. It also
features a quick start mode, rain mode,
and thermometer. It is weatherproof and
fully armored to provide years of use. The
RX-IV Boone and Crockett model can mea-
sure an animal’s antler spread and even
determine the proper aim point. It also
has True Ballistic Range (TBR), an incli-
nometer and click diopter focus.
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angles. The unit has a click
adjustable diopter to permit clear
focus while a Digital Instrument
Panel aids viewing under low light
conditions. The RX-III gives hunters
precise ranging out to 1,200 yards
and the advantages of 8X magnifica-
tion with a field of view of 23 feet at
100 yards. As with all the rangefind-
ers in the RX line, the RX-III offers
users a choice of 13 different reticle
choices that allows users to tailor
their reticle to the terrain and game
they are hunting. 

The RX-IV Laser Rangefinder is a
high-end instrument that is consid-
ered by many to be one of the finest
rangefinders to be found anywhere.
With 8X magnification and a field of
view of 23 feet at 100 yards, the

device allows ranging out to 1,500
yards. The fully armored unit has
multi-coated 8 x 28 mm optics to
make target acquisition easy while
TBR technology provides a precision
digital gate compass with a 60
degree tilt compensator, inclinome-
ter, and even a thermometer. In
addition, it features a rain and scan
mode for ranging game under less
than ideal conditions while a backlit
display makes readouts plainly visi-
ble under low light conditions. This

instrument is accurate to plus or
minus one yard even at steep angles.
As with all models in the RX series,
the RX-IV is fully waterproof and
fully armored for rugged depend-
ability. 

For those who demand the best,
the RX-IV Boone and Crockett Laser
Rangefinder offers all the technology
found in the RX-IV model and adds
the ability to measure antler spread
of big game animals. Rifle hunters
can program this new unit for their
particular rifle caliber and it will
range the animal and then show a
dot on the Boone & Crockett display
corresponding to the proper aim
point on the B & C scope reticle. This
fully armored waterproof instru-
ment with TBR has an inclinometer
and a click-diopter focus.

The 6 power RX-1000 TBR
Digital Laser Rangefinder was intro-
duced in 2009 and features pristine
image quality that allows it to do
double duty as a lightweight full-
time optic. A cutting-edge laser and
processor generate extremely fast,
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VALUE PRICED
QUALITY HUNTING SIGHT
EASY TO ADJUST
QUICK CHANGE MODULE
MOUNTING OPTIONS:
QC® 1 – 6” EXTENSION
QC® 2 – DIRECT MOUNT
QC® MAX – SLIDER
MODEL 150 – 1.5” FRAME
MODEL 200 – 2.0” FRAME

SURE-LOC® QC®

FEATURE RICH
PREMIUM HUNTING SIGHT
TRUE MICRO ELEVATION
AND WINDAGE
MOUNTING OPTIONS:
LW® 1 – 6” EXTENSION
LW® 2 – DIRECT MOUNT
LW® MAX – SLIDER
MODEL 150 – 1.5” FRAME
MODEL 200 – 2.0” FRAME

LETHAL WEAPON®

ORDER TOLL-FREE 1-877-322-9988C.S. Gibbs Corporation • (812) 689-9926 • U.S. Patent #RE36,266
EXHIBITING AT MAJOR BUYING GROUP SHOWS THIS YEAR

RUGGED FIBER
PROTECTING PINS

CLOSER PIN GAP
5 PINS IN LESS THAN 3/8”

NEW!

NEW!

The new RX-750 TBR Laser Rangefinder
from Leupold has all the features of the
RX-600 plus True Ballistic Range capability.
A built-in inclinometer provides ballistic
range rather than a straight-line distance
measurement to the target. There are three
archery and seven rifle ballistic settings to
allow hunters to place shots in conjunction
with Leupold’s Ballistic Aiming System.
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accurate readings while the incredi-
bly bright OLED display dramati-
cally increases light transmission
up to three times brighter than reg-
ular LCD’s. Three user adjustable
intensity settings allow hunters to
perfectly match the OLED display
to dynamic lighting conditions. 

The rugged, weatherproof body
is machined from a single billet of
solid aluminum and offers fold-
down rubber eye-cups for eyeglass
wearers while the fast focus eye-
piece quickly and accurately
adjusts with precision clicks. Users
will appreciate the newly
redesigned Quick Set Menu that
uses on screen prompts for excep-
tionally intuitive and easy use in the
field. This rangefinder is accurate to
1,000 yards providing measure-
ments in yards or meters and is
available in a black finish only.

Yet another Leupold offering is
the RX-1000 TBR Digital Laser
Rangefinder that has all the features
of the RX-1000 but with an added
True Ballistic Range (TBR) feature
and a built-in inclinometer. The
TBR factors environment and rifle
or bow ballistics to give hunters
accurate and reliable ranging infor-
mation matched to the perfor-
mance of a particular rifle or bow. 

Three selectable reticles: the

Plus Point, Duplex, and Duplex with
Plus Point, give hunters a choice
when ranging under different field
conditions. This rangefinder is
effective to 800 yards and comes in
either Mossy Oak Breakup or a two-
tone gray finish. Both RX 1000 mod-
els offer easy one-handed use and
come with a Cordura holster, bat-
tery, and lanyard. In addition there
is a USB port included in both mod-
els that will let users take advantage
of future software upgrades.

For those looking for versatility
and the depth perception benefit of
binoculars, Leupold offers the RXB-
IV Digital Laser Range Finding
Binocular. This 9 power instrument
offers both digital laser rangefinder
capability and True Ballistic Range
(TBR) to the target. There are seven
TBR ballistics settings for the rifle
and three for the bow. These
rangefinding binoculars are accu-
rate out to 1,500 yards and include a
built-in inclinometer in addition to
an OLED display similar to the RX-
1000. The OLED display uses an
organic compound to coat the dis-
play, making it brighter than tradi-
tional LCDs. With OLED technolo-
gy, there is no need for backlighting
thus reducing the power necessary
to run the display. 

Accessories include a carrying

case with a bungee/hook closure
for silent operation, a battery, a dog
clip for attaching the unit to a field
pack, and an internal pocket for
carrying batteries. A lanyard is also
included. The RXB IV Binocular
weighs only 23 ounces and is only
5.4 inches (137mm) in length. For
further information contact:
Leupold & Stevens Inc., 14400 NW
Greenbrier Parkway, Beaverton, OR
97006 Phone: (503) 526-1400

Nikon Inc.
The Archer’s Choice Laser

Rangefinder by Nikon features an
advanced ID (Incline/Decline)
Technology that compensates for
various upward or downward
shooting angles up to an incredible
plus or minus 89 degrees. When in
the ID Technology mode, the unit
displays distance in .2 yard/meter
increments out to 100 yards or
meters. In the standard mode, dis-
tance is displayed in .5 yard/meter
increments. The Archer’s Choice
features a first target priority mode
that allows a hunter to confidential-
ly range an object as small as a
fence post while the uncluttered,
easy-to-view LCD display allows
fast, easy ranging even in the
brightest sunlight. 

Nikon is famous for their optics
and the bright, 6X viewing lens is
multi-coated to reduce internal
light reflection while proprietary
anti-reflective lens coatings offer
high resolution images in most
lighting situations. Hunters will like
the single button operation of this
rangefinder because it provides
fast, easy measurements. By press-
ing a mode button, a hunter can
toggle between yards or meters in
an instant. To conserve power and
extend battery life, the unit powers
down after 8 seconds. 

Hunters will also appreciate the
compact 5.2  x 1.5 x 2.2 inch size
which allows it to be tucked in a
shirt pocket or field pack with ease.
The Archer’s Choice is waterproof
(except for its battery chamber) and
comes with an adjustable strap,
CR2 lithium battery, and a Silent
Technology neoprene case in
RealTree APG camouflage pattern.

The advanced Incline/Decline (ID) tech-
nology incorporated into Nikon’s
Archer’s Choice Laser Rangefinder gives
hunters the true horizontal range
regardless of the angle. This unit is
waterproof, fogproof, and has a gener-
ous 18 mm eye relief. It comes with a
silent neoprene camo case and a CR-2
lithium battery.

The advanced ID technology in Nikon’s
Rifle Hunter 550 Laser rangefinder com-
pensates for the various shooting angles
likely to be encountered when hunting
elk, sheep, or mule deer. The unit offers
6X magnification for accurate target
acquisition and has a long 18 mm eye
relief that eye glass wearers will appreci-
ate. It comes with a handy carrying case
and a CR-2 lithium battery.
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 It’s said that many of today’s kids lack direction 
in their lives, and unfortunately it seems to be true. 
However, the National Archery in the Schools 
Program (NASP) is successfully providing kids with 
a way to belong and be engaged. The skills they 
learn build confidence, get them physically active, 
increase school attendance... and it’s fun. And 
because it’s based on skill, not on strength or 
athletic ability... everybody gets to play!
  So, if you’re looking for a positive and rewarding 
activity for your kids or your school to be involved 
in, please call 608-269-1779 or visit NASP online at 
www.nasparchery.com

Jessy Nystrom - JessyNystrom-Score 2e298 8out oftof 300
New Nw NASP WoSPWorld ld Recocord Holder - Gid Holder - Girls Divisionls Division

Jessy Nystrom - Score 298 out of 300
New NASP World Record Holder - Girls Division

2009NASP P NatiNationalChampions2009 NASP NationalChampions
Boy’s Boy’s Overall Championverall Champion

Taylor KnottTaylor Knott
Stuart Pepper, KYStuart Pepper, KY

Girl’sGirl’s Overall Championverall Champion
Jessy NystromJessy Nystrom

Hartland High School, MIHartland High School, MI

Boy’s Overall Champion
Taylor Knott

Stuart Pepper, KY

Girl’s Overall Champion
Jessy Nystrom

Hartland High School, MI

nasp-full_arwt.ai    1    12/4/09    11:37 AM
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The Monarch Laser Camo
TeamRealtree Laser Rangefinder is a
super fast instrument offering single
button simplicity and Tru-Target
ranging capability for confident shot
placement. The advanced laser pulse
receiver provides hunters with fast,
accurate and consistent measure-
ments while the Tru-Target Ranging
System provides flexible viewing
with a First Target priority mode,
Distant Target priority mode, and
scanning capability that make it easy
to find trophies in the field. Hunters
will like the RealTree Hardwoods
Green HD camouflage pattern which
provides excellent concealment as
well. 

The high quality optics and a
proprietary anti reflective lens coat-
ings of the Monarch offer shooters
high resolution images displayed in
half yard increments out to 800
yards. The unit offers single button
operation and an ultra-compact, 5.0
x 1.5 x 2.8 inch size that fits easily
into a shirt pocket. A continuous
ranging feature allows a hunter to
range moving or multiple targets
with ease. Except for its battery com-
partment, it is waterproof and pow-
ers down to save battery life after 8
seconds. 

Nikon’s new RifleHunter Laser
Rangefinder combines speed, accu-
racy and simplicity with ID
Technology and is designed to give
hunters confidence in making
extreme upward or downward shots.

This instrument comes in either
brown or an Advantage Max-1 cam-
ouflage pattern which is a highly
effective open terrain pattern. The
RifleHunter displays distance mea-
surements in .2 yard/meter incre-
ments out to 99.8 yards and then in 1
yard/meter increments for distances
past 100 yards to its maximum range
of 550 yards. The Tru-Target Ranging
System offers shooters flexible rang-
ing mode capability for various
hunting conditions and terrain. Like
the other Nikon rangefinders, the
RifleHunter features bright, multi-
coated 6X optics and proprietary
anti-reflective lens coatings. 

For the budget minded, Nikon
offers the ProStaff Rangefinder
which provides the same 550 yard
ranging capability and waterproof
integrity as does the RifleHunter but
without the ID Technology feature. It
comes in Green or in Team RealTree
APG camouflage. The Pro Staff 550
offers hunters, speed, simplicity and
performance at an excellent value.
For additional information contact:
Nikon Inc., 1300 Walt Whitman
Road, Melville, New York Phone:
(800) 645-6687

JessyNystrom-Score298outof 300
New NASPWorld Record Holder - Girls Division

2009NASP NationalChampions
Boy’s Overall Champion

Taylor Knott
Stuart Pepper, KY

Girl’s Overall Champion
Jessy Nystrom

Hartland High School, MI

nasp-full_arwt.ai    1    12/4/09    11:37 AM

Carbon Tech Arrows
The most accurate arrows in the world.

www.CarbonTechArrows.com

Exactly. 
When you choose  
Carbon Tech, you get  
the most accurate  
arrows made today.

Nothing is mass manufac-
tured. Instead, every arrow 
is built individually with 
meticulous attention to 
detail. So a dozen Carbon 
Tech arrows will all  
group together. Exactly  
the way they should.

MADE in the USA

Nikon’s Monarch 800 laser rangefinder
offers a revolutionary Tru-Target ranging
system that lets hunters prioritize smaller,
hard to range targets. A backlit LCD pro-
vides clear readouts under just about any
lighting conditions while the 6X multi-
coated optics provide super sharp images.
It comes with a neoprene carry case.

The ProStaff 550 Laser Rangefinder is
extremely rugged and built to stand up to
just about any type of field conditions.
This compact workhorse features a 6X
multi-coated monocular that provides a
bright, clear view of the target. The Team
Realtree 550 model comes with a durable,
glare-free Realtree APG HD camouflage
finish and both models are waterproof,
fogproof, and come with a generous 18
mm eye relief. They provide fast, accurate
.5 yard measurements out to 99.5 yards
and measure in 1 yard increments to 550
yards. As with all other Nikon rangefind-
ers, these two models come with a rugged
carrying case and a CR-2 lithium battery.
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Swarovski 
Swarovski’s long history of preci-

sion quality glass production dates
back to the nineteenth century and
today they produce world-renowned
optics with exceptionally high opti-
cal quality, functionality and
dependability. Hunters can experi-
ence premium Swarovski-optic
viewing and rangefinding simulta-
neously with the compact, light-
weight and ergonomically designed
Laser Guide 8X30 Rangefinder. This
instrument combines the highest
quality standards of Swarovski SLC
binoculars with the latest Laser
range-measuring technologies. 

The optics feature SWARO-
BRIGHT, a special coating for
enhanced light transmission and
ultra crisp images. The eye-safe
class-1 laser delivers ±1 yard accura-
cy on reflective objects up to 1,500
yards away, even in poor weather
and light conditions. 

Hunters will appreciate the LED
aiming circle for rapid target acquisi-
tion and how it displays ranges in
yards or meters. A handy scan mode
feature displays constant target
readings while panning distant

areas. This rangefinder is fully water-
proof and submersible to 13 feet. An
adjustable eyecup that can be
removed for cleaning gives eyeglass
wearers a full field of view while a
holster and carrying straps allows it
to be at the hunter’s fingertips for
instant use. The eyepiece features a
dioptric eye correction of ± 4
diopters that ensures razor sharp
detail while a tripod connection
allows the user to mount the unit on
a tripod for rock solid stability when
viewing or ranging distant objects.
This unit can truly double as optics
and rangefinder for the ultimate in
convenience while giving hunters
absolute certainty that they’re
always aiming at the right target. For
further information contact:
Swarovski Optik North America LLC,
2 Slater Road, Cranston, RI 02920
Phone: (800) 426-3089

Carl Zeiss
Carl Zeiss now offers laser

rangefinding technology in both its
Victory  Diavari riflescope models
and Victory 8X45 and 10X45 RF

binoculars. By pressing the
rangefinding button once on either
the riflescope or binoculars, a mea-
surement of distances up to 1,200
meters can be made. 

After sighting the object with the
scope reticle or through the binocular,
measurement is completed when the
button is released. The measured dis-
tance is placed directly into the field of
view by a self-illuminating LED dis-
play. The Scan Mode enables continu-
ous measurements to be taken and is
helpful for gauging the distance of
small and moving targets. When the
range-finder button is pressed for
more than 3 seconds, the Scan Mode
is activated automatically. 

Once the distance has been
measured, thanks to the integrated
electronic ballistic calculator, the
hunter does not have to estimate
how far below or above the target to
aim. The innovative program calcu-
lates the holdover value according to
the selected trajectory and the mea-
sured distance. The unit boasts a
combination of an extremely fast
operating laser rangefinder and a
ballistic calculator for top accuracy.

For those interested in a monoc-
ular rangefinder, Zeiss offers the
Victory 8X26 T* PRF, a laser
rangefinder with integrated LED dis-
play and Ballistic Information
System (BIS). Bowhunters who are
also rifle hunters will appreciate this
feature because all they need to do to
select the correct ballistic program
for their rifle caliber is to push the set
button. Once it’s activated, the BIS
responds instantly with the calculat-
ed holdover value, enabling signifi-
cantly higher targeting accuracy.
Some additional features of this
powerful monocular are: high-per-
formance optics with a two-element
Achromat 26 mm lens, Carl Zeiss
multi-coating for ultra clear images,
and a 330 foot field of view. The 8X
magnification of this monocular
makes it ideal for long distance
observation, while the 26 mm lens
excels in low light situations and
produces one of the clearest and
brightest picture of any comparable
monocular on the market.

Lightweight and easy to use, it
provides ranging from 10 to 1,300

The Swarovski Laser Guide 8X30 laser
rangefinder combines the highest quality
standards of Swarovski SLC binoculars
with the latest Swarovski laser range-mea-
suring technology packaged in a comfort-
able, compact, lightweight, waterproof
unit. The adjustable push-in eyecups can
be removed for cleaning and allow eye-
glass wearers a full field of view. The LCD
rangefinder display has an aiming circle
for rapid target acquisition. This instru-
ment is waterproof to 13 feet and comes
with a carrying case and strap while a CR-
lithium battery good for up to 1,000 read-
ings is also included.

The Zeiss Victory PRF Rangefinder is a
monocular laser rangefinder outfitted
with an LCD display and Ballistic
Information System (BIS). The 8X magnifi-
cation and 26 mm multi-coated objective
lens provide users with a detailed image
out to 1,300 yards even under the most
adverse lighting conditions. A durable rub-
ber armor coating provides protection and
it is waterproof to one meter. Power is sup-
plied by a single CR-2 lithium battery.
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yards using an invisible, eye safe
laser beam. Its high measuring accu-
racy of ± 1 yard at ranges up to 600
yards and ± 0.5% at ranges beyond
600 yards makes it a must have for
the most serious hunters.
Measurements are displayed within
fractions of a second and wide varia-
tions in temperature will not affect
the measuring accuracy when used
in temperatures between 14 to 122
degrees Fahrenheit. 

The shockproof, lightweight
housing is made of robust polycar-
bonate that is partially rubber-
armored, making it particularly easy
to grip. The large measuring button is
positioned so it can be quickly operat-
ed, even with gloves. Thanks to the
integrated Diopter adjustments and
multi-position, twist-up, lockable eye-
cup, the Victory 8X26T* PRF can be
used with our without glasses. 

In addition, the device offers

comfortable eyecups with click stops
while an integrated diopter adjust-
ment tailors viewing to individual
eyes. Hunters will also appreciate the
durable rubber armor coating that
reduces noise and shock and the fact
that it is waterproof to one meter for
five minutes. 

For further information on Carl
Zeiss products contact: Carl Zeiss,
Sports Optics 13005 N. Kingston
Avenue, Chester, VA 23836 Phone:
(800) 441-3005.

Opti-Logic 
The XT Series Tilt-Compensated

Laser Rangefinder combines a
pulsed laser rangefinder and a verti-
cal angle sensor in a lightweight,
easy-to-use package that is ideal for
shooting applications requiring pre-
cision uphill or downhill distance
measurements. The XT Series of
hand-held rangefinders are capable

of measuring line-of-
sight distances to tar-
gets from 4 to 1,000
yards away, depend-
ing on model, target

size, and reflectivity. Using an inter-
nal electronic tilt sensor, all models
in the XT Series are capable of auto-
matically correcting for vertical
angle with 0.1 degree resolution. 

The 400, 800, and 1000 models in
the XT Series, all feature arrow ballis-
tic compensation and will range dis-
tances up to 400, 800 and 1,000 yards
respectively. All three models offer
line-of-sight distance measurements
with +/- 1 yard accuracy, 4 yard
minimum ranging distance, auto-
matic rain mode, red-dot targeting,
and a One Touch Instant On feature
with an Automatic Shutoff
Operation to save battery power. The
three models have a simple one-but-
ton operation and are powered by a
single nine volt battery. Hunters will
especially like the automatic rain
mode feature which ignores highly
reflective rain drops with no com-
promise to the other features. 

The company’s XL Series Laser
Rangefinders offers hunters a quality
rangefinder but without a lot of frills.
These easy-to-use instruments are
designed for bow or rifle hunting

The XT Series of Opt-Logic Laser rangefinders combine a
laser with a vertical angle sensor to determine true distance
to a target when shooting from steep angles. An electronic
tilt sensor automatically corrects yardages and angles with
.1 degree accuracy. An automatic rain mode makes ranging
easy even in inclement weather without compromising other
features. All XT Series models can be set to measure in feet,
yards, or meters.
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and are useful for many other dis-
tance measurement applications.
They allow rapid, accurate distance
measurement to an object in a mat-
ter of seconds using one button
operation and “Red-Dot” technology
for easy sighting. All XL models are
user programmable to read in feet,
meters, or yards, and the user is able
to turn the speaker on and off. To
save batteries, the instrument has an
automatic “time out” feature that
turns the unit off after about 7 sec-
onds or when the instrument is not
in use. All Opti-Logic hand held
rangefinder models come with a
padded protective case. For addi-
tional information contact: Opti-
Logic Corporation, P.O. Box 2002,
Tullahoma, TN 37388 Phone: (931)
454-0897

WC Wade
Although all optical rangefinders

use an ultra-accurate laser light
beam to determine the distance
from a shooter to a target, not all
rangefinders depend on this tech-
nology. The Archer Range by WC
Wade offers bowhunters a much
thriftier means for determining dis-
tance. This non-electronic no frills
unit combines a calibrated incli-
nometer with a sturdy tape measure
to give bowhunters the true horizon-
tal shooting distance when hunting
from trees. The tape measure is re-
enforced with fiberglass and can be
used as a handy pull-up rope.

Once in a tree, all a bowhunter

needs to do is to measure his dis-
tance from the ground to chest
height using the included tape mea-
sure. He then sights the rangefinder
at an object he wants to range and
allows the pendulum on the incli-
nometer to swing freely. When the
pendulum stops, a convenient lock
button is pushed and the hunter can
then read the true horizontal dis-
tance to the object on the graph on
the left side of the unit.

Hunters will like the unit’s com-
pact size and its durable construc-
tion along with the handy integrated
belt-loop clip. Best of all, the Archer
Range rangefinder doesn’t require
any batteries so it will always be
ready when needed. Considering it
costs about 80 percent less that a
high quality laser rangefinder, this
economical instrument will surely
appeal to many budget minded cus-
tomers. Contact; WC Wade, 1282 Ivy
Drive, Hernando, MS 38632 Phone:
(866) 493-5686

Dead-On Range Finder
For the ultimate in low cost

range finders, some hunters have
turned to using the Dead-On Range
Finder. Bracketing has long been
used by hunters to determine the
distance to a game animal by mea-
suring the distance from the animal’s
belly line to its back. Reference
points located between the hunter
and the game animal are then used
to estimate the true distance.

By bracketing the target,

bowhunters can quickly determine
accurate straight line measurements
since the bright fiber-optic pins of
the range finder can be matched to
the sight pins on the bow. This
arrangement provides hunters with
quick shot distances with a mini-
mum of movement. To range an ani-
mal, even when they are on the move
or in thick cover, a hunter needs only
to bracket the animal while at full
draw then refer to the corresponding
yardage pin on his hunting sight to
make the shot. The system works on
all sights and can be used either on
the ground or from a tree stand.
Contact: Deadon Range Finder, 6336
Forest Hill Trail, Missoula, MT. 59804
Phone: (866) 610-7221

Serious bowhunters practice or
compete year round. Practicing at
known distances is a good regimen
and will develop good shooting form
to prepare the hunter for the upcom-
ing season but, conditions in the
field are usually far different than
they were when practicing. Game
animals can and often do appear at
various distances and if a hunter is to
make the shot successfully, they
must know the exact range to the tar-
geted animal. Guessing is fine for
some things but not when it comes
to judging distances while hunting
or competing because an error of
just a few yards may result in disap-
pointment. 

Rangefinders seem to be the one
item of equipment that, sooner or
later, most  bowhunters will own. By
offering a number of models made
by different manufacturers, dealers
can offer their customers a wider
choice when it comes to their range
finding optics. Each model
rangefinder on the market will do
the job but it is the individual needs
of the hunter that will determine the
particular model they will buy.
Dealers who carry these products
and who can speak with some
degree of knowledge about how they
work and of their special features
will definitely see their sales increase
and their customers leave happy. 

The Archer Range
rangefinder by WC
Wade is a no frills
unit designed specifi-
cally for bow hunters
and provides accu-
rate distance mea-
surements without
using a laser beam.
All a hunter needs to
do is aim, press a but-
ton, and then read
the distance on a
scale on the side of
the unit. This
rangefinder needs no
batteries, is very
affordable, and fits
easily into a shirt
pocket.
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Muzzy Is Bad To The Bone
www.muzzy.com   |   770-387-9300

Muzzy built the compact and aerodynamic 100-grain 
Phantom MX for hunters wanting a traditional style with 
superior penetration, and it delivered. 
Now, Muzzy has designed a lighter, faster broadhead option — the new 85-grain 

Phantom MX, which the same unbeatable and superior flight as its larger relative.

With unfailing accuracy, the 85-grain, 2-blade Phantom MX consistently packs a deadly 

punch no matter the conditions.

The ultra-tough .040” thick blade with its 1-1/8” cutting diameter cuts instantly on impact 

to drive deep through thick skin and bone getting the job done.

Phantom 
MX-85

#4100 MX, 4-blade 
100-grain, 1-1/8” cut

#4100, 4-blade 
100-grain, 1-1/8” cut

#4125, 4-blade 
125-grain, 1-1/8” cut

#4220, 4-blade 
220-grain, 1-1/8” cut

ARE STRAIGHT-SHOOTING, 
HARD-HITTING AND

BAD TO THE BONE!"

"MUZZY PHANTOMS
NEW FOR 
2010!

“Muzzy broadheads ARE 
bad to the bone!”
Jackie Bushman
Host - Buckmasters TV
Host - The Jackie Bushman Show 
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Alien Art by georgeevangelista.com
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